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the effective military arm. It was a change in national
customs and characteristics which says much for the foresight
and capacity of the king who brought it about.
Expeditions This new army was given the training for the more serious
against the work jt ^ad to pcrfOrm by being employed in expeditions
against the Slavs. In 929, in company with duke Arnulf
of Bavaria, Henry invaded Bohemia and forced duke
Wenceslas (later the saint of the carol) to accept his over-
lordship. In the same year had begun the advance of Saxony
eastward against the northern Slavs, which was renewed in
932 and again in 934. The land between the Elbe and the
Oder was eventually conquered ; important places, such as
Brandenburg and Meissen, became German towns; and
together with conquest went conversion and colonisation to
consolidate the territory that had been won. By the same
methods that Charlemagne had used to subdue the heathen
Saxons, the Saxons set out to subdue the heathen Slavs on
their eastern borders; but while Charlemagne achieved his
purpose in a few years, the Saxons were to take centuries*
Revolts and reconquests alternated in bewildering succession,
but the eastward expansion of Saxony slowly continued, and
the East Saxons, trained by Henry I and hardened by this
long border warfare, became the most redoubtable fighting
men in Germany.
Defeat of the Accordingly, when the Magyars came again in 933, Henry
was prepared, and inflicted on them a defeat which only the
speed of their flight prevented from being decisive. The
safety of Saxony was at any rate assured, and the need of
dition paying tribute had disappeared. So secure was he that he
.istthe was able to take the aggressive against the Northmen, the
ies third of the heathen foes of Saxony, and to invade Denmark
in 934. The old Danish mark was re-formed, and from
Bremen Christian missions went into Denmark to help again
the work of conquest. The Church was much in Henry's
mind in his last years. Foundations, especially in Saxony,
and donations to churches show him in a different mood from
that with which he had begun his reign. The old distrust of
the Church had gone, because he was master and had nothing
to fear and much to give; he is said even to have contem-
plated a pilgrimage to Rome.
His great work had been done for Saxony, and over all its

